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Abstract: Contemporarily numerous analysts labored in the field of Vehicle
detection which improves Intelligent Transport System (ITS) and reduces
road accidents. The major obstacles in automatic detection of tiny vehicles
are due to occlusion, environmental conditions, illumination, view angles
and variation in size of objects. This research centers on tiny and partially
occluded vehicle detection and identification in challenging scene specifically
in crowed area. In this paper we present comprehensive methodology of tiny
vehicle detection using Deep Neural Networks (DNN) namely CenterNet.
Substantially DNN disregards objects that are small in size 5 pixels and
more false positives likely to happen in crowded area. Primarily there are
two categories of deep learning models single-step and two-step. A single
forward pass model is the one in which detection is performed directly to
possible location over dense sampling, wherein two-step models incorporated
by Region proposals followed by object detection. We in this research scruti-
nize one-step State of the art (SOTA) model CenteNet as proposed recently
with three different feature extractor ResNet-50, HourGlass-104 and ResNet-
101 one by one. We train our model on challenging KITTI dataset which
outperforms in comparison with SOTA single-step technique MSSD300∗
which depicts performance improvement by 20.2% mAP and SMOKE by with
13.2% mAP respectively. Effectiveness of CenterNet can be justified through
the huge improved performance. The performance of our model is evaluated
on KITTI (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology and Toyota Technological
Institute) benchmark dataset with different backbones such as ResNet-50
gives 62.3% mAP ResNet-101 82.5% mAP, last but not the least HourGlass-
104 outperforms with 98.2% mAP CenterNet-HourGlass-104 achieved high
mAP among above mentioned feature extractors. We also compare our model
with other SOTA techniques.
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1 Introduction

Human brain can recognize the objects and their orientation without a hitch by scrutinizing at
a scene in an image. Evolution in the sector of deep learning and computer vision, gives us incentive
that the higher-level tasks for instance scene understanding can be done effectively. Development in
the field of computer vision specifically digital image processing techniques become strong asset in
enabling many important Intelligent Transport System (IT’s) applications and components such as
Advanced Driver-Assistance Systems (ADAS’s), traffic and activity monitoring, Automated Vehicular
Surveillance (AVS), traffic behavior analysis last but not the least traffic management among others.
Tiny-Vehicle Recognition (TVR) is of incredible interest in these applications, inferable from elevated
safekeeping worries in IT’s. Traffic surveillance cameras on road sides and on signals are not of very
good quality, so to recognize a vehicle that is far from camera (seems tiny) it’s difficult to capture
and precisely recognize vehicle from low quality image, which increment number of road accidents.
For surveillance, traffic monitoring and to count the number of Vehicles accurately on the road it is
essential to recognize the small vehicles to do some useful task. There are number of research work has
been done in this field such as in 2015 He et al. proposed Faster R-CNN [1] which incorporates Region
Proposal Network (RPN) with the candidate extractor Region Of Interest (ROI). This technique show
good recognition performance for objection detection benchmark COCO [2] and Pascal VOC [3]
but for KITTI [4] vehicle detection benchmark, its performance was not well and achieved 56.39%
mAP only. Due to large variation of scale RPN ignore small objects. In [5] proposed a technique
which handles vehicle detection occlusion by overlapping vehicle segmentation. It was a vision based
approach which utilizes some geometric features and elliptic characteristics to localize vehicles from
overlapped occlusion blob. In this model occluded vehicles are extracted on the bases of external
properties. As compare to [6] this model improves the accuracy by 22.9%. In [7] the developed model
DP-SSD, a single deep neural network for vehicle detection which concatenates the feature pyramid
of conventional SSD and adjusts the scales of default box small vehicles more accurately whereas
the proposed model can localize only two classes accurately e.g., Car and Van with 82.11% accuracy.
By increases the sample size to the model the problem of overfitting encounters also increase more
false positive results [8] Also could not recognize the vehicle in challenging conditions. [9] Addressed
the problem of large-scale variance and object occlusion this method showed good performance in
recognition of smaller and larger objects whereas for shallow features from larger scales are not
incorporated accurately. [10,11] also highlight some issues regarding vehicle detection.

Many issues still need to be tackle in Vehicle detection such as detecting very small vehicle from
complex scene [9] such as in Fig. 1. Recognizing vehicle in different weather conditions, like partially
occluded, variant scale, and contrast is the challenging task. So, there is need to develop such technique
which can localize small vehicles in complex scenes such as different lightning conditions, weather
conditions, recognizing even when half vehicle is not visible, multiple vehicles with different sizes. The
proposed model’s general pipeline is shown below in Fig. 2. Contributions of our proposed work are
as follows:

• This research focuses on the detection of tiny vehicles in complex scenes to localize small vehicles
accurately though CenterNet with different backbones.

• This paper enables researcher to analyze the behavior of CenterNet with different backbones
and best performance comparison between one-step model CenterNet with MSSD300∗ and
SMOKE.

• SOTA technology is proposed to provide high detection rate compared to previous vehicle
detection methods on KITTI dataset.
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Figure 1: Tiny vehicle in complex scene
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Figure 2: General pipeline of proposed model

The paper is classified in six sections as follows. In Section 2 related work is introduced, Than
proposed methodology is elucidated in detail in Section 3, In Section 4 proposed methodology is
scrutinize with different backbones, afterwards Results are discussed and compared with SOTA
techniques to certify the proposed method’s performance in Section 5, Last but not the least whole
in Section 6 paper is concluded.

2 Related Work

2.1 MSSD30000∗

A single-Step detector based on DNN and object detection regression method which can localize
and classify object in single forward pass. A forward pass calculates values of each output layer by
traversing all the layers from first to the last. MSSD300∗ [12] takes the idea of anchor from RCNN
and regression from YOLO (You Only Look Once) [13]. Anchors are the pre-computed, fixed size
Bounding Boxes which are really close to original ground truth. So multiple bounding boxes are
generated during forward pass of MSSD300∗ which is then prune by a threshold value to retain only
likely prediction this technique is called non-maximum suppression. Early layers are responsible for
generating classification of images in high quality. Next to perform detection at the end of back bone,
we concatenate feature layer of convolution to produce detection at multiple scales as a result at each
feature layer convolution network predicts detection.
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2.2 SMOKE

SMOKE stands for Single-Stage Monocular 3D Object Detection via Keypoint Estimation.
A 3D detector which predicts 3-dimensional bounding box against respective detected object by
concatenating regressed 3D variable with single estimated keypoint. SMOKE [14] projects the 3D
bounding box as a point on 3D cuboid center with size, distance and yaw as additional properties.
Basically, targeted towards monocular images (both eyes are used separately) and proposed disentan-
gle L1 loss to weigh dissimilar loss together in order to reduce the convergence of loss. In the beginning
all the objects whose projected centers are out of image range are prune out. Then data augmentation
is performed consisting random scale, horizontal flip and shift on heatmap. The output of final feature
map is than down-sampled tetrad times corresponding to image (original) afterwards Group Norm
is applied instead of Batch Norm as it is more sensitive to noise. At each feature map regression is
applied channel wise to preserve consistency. The network is train with backbone DLA-34 and gives
85.62% mAP.

[1] Worked on Tiny-Vehicle detection for which a BFEN (Backward Feature Enhancement
Network) is presented and exemplified, the research technique is particularly effectual to initiate high
recall proposals. Combining a basic network with preserved spatial layout gives a notable performance
boost. The proposed method works well on ‘hard’ subset of KITTI dataset and achieve the accuracy
of 78.10%.

3 Methodology

This section elaborates the working principle of single-step based vehicle detection models. We
used single step model CenterNet [15] with different backbones HourGlass [16], ResNet-50, ResNet-
101 [17] architectures for vehicle detection. To make best comparison between speed and accuracy
we evaluate our hypothesis on SOTA one-step model MSSD300∗ [12] (InceptionV2s, mobileNet,
ResNet101) and SMOKE [14] with varying backbones because these model outperforms in object
detection. To optimize the model we use Adam optimizer.

The information about vehicle is stored in the form of colored RGB images. There are multiple
steps to detect and localize vehicle as expressed in Fig. 2. Pre-processing the training data is the initial
step which include cleaning, contrast stretching and noise removal. Preprocessed data is then used to
extract various types of features such as Type, size, and shape. Model is trained based on Features that
are extracted so this step involves Model Learning. After model learning, the data is then classified and
regressed which ultimately gives “Vehicle Type” and “Location of Vehicle in an image” respectively.
The Proposed model shows the following steps.

Step 1: Input Image

KITTI vehicle detection benchmark is used in this detection and recognition framework, consist-
ing 7481 images in “jpg” format having 1242 × 375 × 3 dimensions. There are various types of vehicles
images in different sizes. Further explanation about the nature and classes of dataset is explained in
Section 5.

Step 2: Pre-Processing

Despite the great success of Machine learning (ML) in many fields for instance computer vision,
Natural Language Processing (NLP) etc. However, it is very arduous for novice programmers to apply
ML adequately; they must decide between dozens of available ML algorithms and pre-processing
methods and adjust the hyper parameters of the selected approaches for the dataset in hand. Adopting
the right method leads state-of-the-art performance, but the need for these tedious manual tasks
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constitutes a substantial burden on real-world machine learning applications. With ever-increasing
industrial uses of machine learning, now a strong demand for robust ML systems which perform
inference autonomously on a given dataset recent automated machine learning (AutoML) systems
find the right algorithm and data-driven hyper parameters without any human intervention. In Fig. 3
input image and image after pre-processing is shown.

Figure 3: (a) Input image (b) pre-processed image

Step 3: Feature Extraction

The major component of deep learning is to extract useful features to clearly define vehicle in the
image. Features are the properties which are input to deep learning model to predict and classify a
vehicle; features are input to identify it. Precision of detection depends on the chosen features Fig. 4
shows the extracted features. In this research we use two feature extractors ResNet-50, ResNet-101
and HourGlass-104.

Figure 4: Feature extraction

Step 4: Model Training

At this stage extracted features are then passed to model for training. Model depicts the
association between vehicles and its corresponding classes of vehicles. Here CenterNet model is used
to train the KITTI Vehicle Detection Benchmark to resolve the issue of tiny vehicle.

Step 5: Classification and Regression

After successful training vehicles are classified by the model and gives detected vehicle with
bounding box as shown in Fig. 5. Algorithm of pipeline is shown in Tab. 1.

3.1 CenterNet

CenterNet is a type of one-step detector, established on deep neural network (DNN), an anchor
free approach to regress and classify objects. In this approach center of the box is considered as
object which also known as key points then this predicted center is used to get coordinates of the
bounding box. When an image is passed via Fully Convolutional Network the final feature map
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gives heatmaps for each corresponding key point. In Fully Convolutional Network every input of
one layer is connected to the each activation unit of the next layer. The crests of the heatmap depict
predicted centers. Network generates width and height of each center whereas each predicted center
have distinctive box width and height also in in post processing Non-Maximal suppression (NMS) [18]
property because of this tightly coupled has been removed which reduces false positive results.

Figure 5: Classification and regression of vehicle

Table 1: Algorithm of proposed system

Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of Tiny Vehicle Detection

i. Training images with ground truth are fed for pre-processing.
ii. Preprocessed images are then propagated to extract features.
iii. Extracted features and Test Images with Feature labels are fed to model for training and to

relocate tiny vehicles precisely.
iv. Network gets train and gives the type and location of vehicle correctly.

Having a look on overall workflow of the model we can see in Fig. 6 each forward pass from the
framework three heads are predicted. Consider an “I” representing image with “W” depicting width
and height H having three numbers of channels. Final dimension of the given heads will be decided by
output stride R e.g., R = 4. Number of classes is shown as C. All heads have same height (H/R) and
width (W/R) however distinct C values. Decisive head dimensions for input dimension 375x1225 with
stride R = 4 would be 94x306 (H/R, W/R, C)-> (94, 306, 10) as shown in Fig. 6 .

3.2 Heatmap Head

Heatmap head is responsible for key point approximation of given image. To splat box center
Gaussian Kernel is used, in order to produce ground truth heatmaps for estimation of loss propagation.
n, m, o is the function of Y_hat heatmap. Y is the key point heatmap, n and m are coordinate offset. σ

is object size adaptive standard deviation. p̃ is the low-resolution equivalence of centers. In Eq. (2) if
the Gaussian of two classes are overlapping then element-wise maximum will be done in order to find
target class.

Ynmo = exp

(
−(n − p̃n)

2 + (m − p̃m)2

2σ 2
p

).

.

(1)

Ynmo

{
1 = detected center of particular class
0 = consider as background

(2)
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Figure 6: CenterNet architecture

3.3 Dimension Head

Dimension head is used for dimension prediction of the box’s height and width. For object O in an
image and class C having coordinates (x1, y1, x2, y2) then the regressed object’s size can be achieved
through L1 distance norm S_O = (x2-x1 , y2-y1). Dimension for this Heatmap will be (W/R, H/R, 2).
Whereas H and W are forecasted height and width of the box.

3.4 Offset Head

Offset Head is responsible to redeem the errors occurred during downsampling in an input
image. Prediction of the center points are in discrete values which further need to map downsampled
coordinates of processed image to higher dimensional input image. This procedure compromises
original image pixel indices hence value disturbance occurs. To cope up this issue local Offset O_hat
are shared between present objects in an image. The head dimensions (W/R, H/R, 2) whereas W and
H are coordinate offset. After generating Heatmaps loss of each will be computed. For Heatmap Head
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following formula Eq. (3) is used to compute loss. When predicted Ŷ is closer to 1 then weightage
of generated loss will be decrease. Whereas if Ŷ is not closer to 1 than the value of slope will be
increase by the parameter α. In other case if Ŷ is closer to 0 than [Ŷ_nmo] ∧α makes overall loss
0. In Equation α Is the slope value parameter [Y] _nmo is Heatmap head and N is total Heatmap
generated.

Lk = −1
N

∑
nmo

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

(
1 − Ŷnmo

)α

log Ŷnmo if Ŷnmo = 1(
1 − Ŷnmo

)β (
Ŷnmo

)α

otherwise

log
(

1 − Ŷnmo

) (3)

L1 Norm is used to compute predicted Offset Loss. Q̂p̂ is predicted offset and
p
R

is ground truth

offset. N is the Total Heatmap generated. Following Eq. (4) is used to calculate Offset Loss.

Loff = 1
N

∑
p

∣∣∣Q̂p̂ −
[ p

R
− p̂

]∣∣∣ (4)

As discuss above due to downsampling of input in prediction step value disturbance occurs so to
compute the original dimensions of the object again Loss L1 Norm is computed. Eq. (5) represents
the mathematical representation of loss accumulation formula Given by D̂pk are predicted dimensions
where as Dk is the ground truth sizes given by.

Lsize = 1
N

∑N

k=0

∣∣∣D̂pk − Dk

∣∣∣ (5)

To accumulate total loss of CenterNet following expression is used. λs = 0.1 use to scale the loss
on pixels. λoff = 1 to scale the offset. Instead of directly using raw pixel coordinates we scale the loss
by these constant values.

Ltotal = Lk + λs ∗ Lsize + λoff ∗ Loff (6)

4 Backbone Used with CenterNet
4.1 HourGlass

Hourglass network [16] is a feature extractor which takes input as an image and extracts features
by deconstructing the image into feature matrix. This Feature matrix with Low spatial understanding
is then combined with earlier layers having higher spatial understanding to get good understand where
object lies in an image. As shown in the Fig. 6.

There are multiple cubes each having multiple layers, each layer has stack of operations such as
in first cube convolution of 7 × 7 is performed on an input image followed by Batch Normalization
then ReLu Activation function is applied. Next it is passed into Bottleneck layer shown in Fig. 7.
A Bottleneck is a layer it reduces the channels of input by performing 1 × 1 convolution before and
after 3 × 3 convolution to project back the original dimension. Output of Bottleneck layer is than
duplicated, one goes to MaxPool to perform feature extraction other is attached to network later to
perform decoding i.e., up sampling. Upcoming cubes have similar structure as first one except the
first block in Fig. 7. This cube operation will repeat 4 times including first one then feature map is
generated through the deepest Bottleneck Layers. At this time image reduced into matrix representing
a ‘tensor’. After getting feature map we upsample (shown in the Fig 7) the tensor to make input and
output image of same dimension So here element wise addition is performed between Bottleneck layer
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(duplicated layer in encoding stage) and up sampled feature layer. During decoding stages, each cube
is again convolve with 1 × 1 kernel and duplicate to generate heatmaps, so addition is performed again
here. Loss is computed at the end of each stage. This is a structure of single hourglass, in our research
we use total 104 of similar layers.

Figure 7: Hourglass feature detector architecture

4.2 ResNet

ResNet stands for Residual Network. It is another SOTA convolutional encoder-decoder network
that extracts features from image. It consists of Identity connection that categorizes residual network,
which takes the input directly to the end of each residual block known as Shortcut Connection as
shown in the Fig. 7.

This helps to retrain the information compromised during processing of earlier layers. Mathemat-
ically, a ResNet block is a function of f(x) which by adding input x gives y, so that input and output
dimensions become equal.

y = f(x) + X (7)

This architecture eradicates the problem of degradation, occurs when network’s depth increases
so accuracy gets saturated. There are two versions of residual block [17] as shown in the Fig. 8. Block
V1 is known as Residual Block comprising of two layers of 3 × 3 known as V1. ResNet v1 performs
convolution followed by BN and ReLU activation function. In our research we evaluate ResNet-50 v1
as backbone with CenterNet. In Fig. 8 Bottleneck Block V2 comprises a stack of three layers of 1 × 1,
3 × 3 and 1 × 1 convolution. 1 × 1 is responsible for reducing the original dimension and then restoring
the altered dimensions whereas 3 × 3 is bottleneck with reduced input\output dimensions which is
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known as V2. ResNet v2 first performs BN and ReLu activation followed by matrix convolution. In
ResNet block –V1 addition operation of a Block (containing Convolution, BN, and ReLu) and Skip
connection is followed by ReLU activation and then transferred to next Block as an input. Where as
in ResNet-V2 addition function performed between residual block and short Connection is directly
propagated to next block as an input.

Figure 8: ResNet architecture

In our research we evaluate ResNet50-V1 with 512 × 512 FPN and ResNet-101-V1 with 512 × 512
which gives 62.08% and 79.20% mAP respectively. Then we evaluate ResNet50 and ResNet101 with
Residual Block V2 in which we use Bottleneck Block with three up-sampling layers with 256,128,64
channels then add 3 × 3 deformable convolutional layer with corresponding up sampling layer which
gives 75.20% and 92.60% mAP respectively. Then we use CenterNet with HourGlass-104 explained
earlier in detail which shows 98.9% mAP.

5 Experimental Results
5.1 Dataset

KITTI [4] vehicle detection benchmark dataset is used in this detection and recognition frame-
work, consisting 7481 images in “jpg” format having 1242 × 375 × 3 dimensions. Tab. 2 shows the
details of dataset. Minimum bounding box height is 25 pixels whereas the max occlusion level is
difficult to see. We used KITTI benchmark as it cover vehicles of different sizes and types as compared
to other datasets, also dataset contains occluded vehicles that are difficult to see which is the concerned
problem of our research. In original KITTI benchmark there are total eight classes Car, Person_sitting,
Van, Pedestrian, Truck, Cyclist, Tram, Misc or DontCare. Apart from these we have included two more
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classes, also changed naming convention while annotation. In benchmark there were classes which
were not of our concern for instance Pedestrian, Person_sitting, Cyclist, so we annotated benchmark
to produce annotation according to our own need, newly annotation consists of ten classes which
includes Car, Van, Truck, Carriage, Crane, Cycle, Tram, Bus, MotorCycle and DontCare. DontCare
class consists of annotation of those images which do not belongs to any of the above class specially
sign boards having vehicle image. Images are from blurry to medium quality.

Table 2: Details of KITTI dataset

DataSet detail

Dataset Classes Train Test Total

KITTI 10 7481 7518 14999

Table 3: Performance evaluation of centernet with different backbones

CenterNet performance comparison with different back bones

Back bones Precision Recall mAP Loss Time per step

ResNet-50 (V1) 0.620 0.552 0.620 2.045 0.5 s
ResNet-50 (V2) 0.752 0.652 0.752 1.345 0.3 s
ResNet-101(V1) 0.792 0.639 0.792 0.453 0.2 s
ResNet-101(V2) 0.926 0.839 0.926 0.353 0.1
HourGlass-104 0.989 0.892 0.989 0.159 1.5 s

5.2 Evaluation Measure

We have evaluated proposed method by using the different evaluation metrics i.e., Accuracy,
Precision, Recall and mAP. Accuracy is being evaluated by computing mAP (mean average precision-
recall curve). mAP is a prediction among Positive anchor boxes (predicted by model) and Ground-
truth anchor boxes (actual boxes given to model). Mathematically, it can be represented as following
TP are outcome where model correctly predict positive classes, In TN model correctly predict negative
classes. FP shows incorrect prediction of positive classes. In FN model incorrectly predict negative. N
is total number of classes in our case N = 10.

Recall = TP
Predicted Results

or
TP

TP = FN
(8)

mAP = 1
N

∑N

i=1
APi or

TP + TN
Total

(9)

5.3 Model Evaluation

We chose one-stage CenterNet as a base network detector with three dissimilar Feature Extractor
ResNet-50, ResNet-101 and HourGlass-104 as backbones for experiment. The good reason to choose
ResNet feature extractor as backbone because stacking a residual layer is easier to map without
degrading the performance of the network [19] and HourGlass-104 recently purposed network for the
first time used to detect vehicles. After successful training of model with all three backbones, model
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become able to identify and recognize vehicle successfully. Our network is pre-trained on MS-COCO
[2]. We train our model on KITTI Benchmark with 70k steps. Fig. 12 shows the localization results
of vehicle, with 98.9% value of mAP. We can say that CenterNet HourGlass-104 is one of the models
which is suitable for detection problem even when dataset is not in high quality. CenterNet-ResNet-
101 shows good results with real time speed of 0.1 s per image with 92.60%. Here are some clicks of
test data with correctly detected even tiny vehicles.

Among One-stage detectors CenterNet Outperforms in detection task and take less time as
compare to other Deep learning techniques as shown in Fig. 10. All the models are of one-step and
are trained on KITTI dataset to make evaluation in true meaning. Betwixt the proposed backbones
used with the CenterNet HourGlass-104 outperformed as shown in the Fig. 11. To validate our model’s
performance, we also make comparison of CenterNet with Other SOTA models on KITTI Benchmark
in Tab. 4 which clearly shows the performance improvement to 98.9% mAP. Some of the models are
trained on subset wherein other are on whole dataset. Results of the training are shown as below in
Tab. 4 depicting CenterNet-HourGlass-101 outplayed with 24.3% mAP from MSSD300∗ and 13.2%
mAP from SMOKE.

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

ResNet-50 ResNet-101 HourGlass-104

Precision Vs Recall

Precision

Recall

Figure 9: Precision vs. recall of CenterNet

Figure 10: Comparison of different techniques
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Figure 11: mAP of CenterNet with ResNet-50, 101 and HourGlass-104

Figure 12: CenterNet detection result

Table 4: Proposed model comparison with other sota techniques

CenterNet performance comparison with different models

Model Back bone Dataset mAP

MSSD300∗ [12] VGG-16 Full 78.7%
SMOKE [14] DLA-34 Full 85.62%

(Continued)
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Table 4: Continued

CenterNet performance comparison with different models

Model Back bone Dataset mAP

CenterNet ResNet-50-V2 Full 75.20%
CenterNet ResNet-101-V2 Full 92.60%
CenterNet HourGlass-104 Full 98.90%
Enhanced DCNN [9] VGG-16 Subset 81.17%
Faster–RCNN [19] ResNet-50 Subset 76.26%
Refine Net [20] ZF Net Subset 79.17%
Deep Stereo OP [21] VGG-16 Subset 75.51%
YOLO9000 or YOLOv2 [22] ResNet Full 78.60%

6 Conclusion

This Research introduces and improves single-stage detector CenterNet in deep learning. The
prime purpose of the research is to increase the detection rate of tiny vehicle to accurately identify
small vehicle. The experiments were conducted on standard dataset having different view angles,
weather condition, lightning conditions, and shadow scenes. To validate the performance, we compare
our model with latest techniques MSSD300∗ and SMOKE on same dataset, our model beats the
performance of real-time speed with high Mean Average Precision as shown in Tab. 3 and Fig. 9.
Our technique eradicates the problem of tiny vehicle to great extent which is the huge challenge
in MSSD300∗ [12]. Our model is single-pass, Fast and accurate and does not affect the output
image dimension as offset heatmap maps the predicted coordinates to original through local offset,
accumulated at early stage.
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